Master of Finance Program

GLOBAL.
RIGOROUS.
ADAPTIVE.
DEVELOPING THE NEXT
MASTERS OF FINANCE.

With the rapid pace of change affecting virtually
every sector of industry and government, let the
world’s most adaptive finance talent help you solve
problems and seize opportunities.
Since its inception, the MIT Sloan Master of Finance
program (MFin) has exceeded expectations by
consistently providing world-class team players who
thrive in periods of change:
Academic Excellence. Our elite program has earned
a global reputation for producing highly skilled
graduates ready to contribute on day one.
Real-World Experience. Action Learning — applying
theory to real-world problems — is a hallmark of MIT,
and better prepares students for your biggest challenges.
World-Renowned Faculty. MFins learn financial problem
solving from finance’s foremost authorities.
MFin graduates become part of the MIT legacy that
garners respect and admiration around the world.
We develop highly skilled, collaborative problem
solvers adaptive to challenging environments — smart
investments that pay dividends throughout their careers.

Why hire an MFin graduate?

MFin hires have the quantitative and collaborative skills to hit the ground running.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Developing skills that meet a broad range
of industry needs.

REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE
Preparing for the workplace by teaming up
with industry practitioners.

We believe there is no better training ground for
early-career finance professionals than MFin’s elite,
top-ranked STEM program, which emphasizes a
foundation in how markets work and a rigorous
curriculum engineered around the most advanced
financial and quantitative theories and practices.
Students from around the world engage in interactive team learning, preparing them to tackle
your future challenges.

Action Learning is a hallmark of MIT’s teaching
methodology—a continuous learning environment
where students put theory into practice in realworld applications. With unique opportunities
to navigate workplace situations and engage in
meaningful conversations and business challenges,
students gain relevant experience in finance and
the social skills critical for success in a diverse
global economy.

A rigorous curriculum—includes coursework in the
foundational theories, principles and ethics students
turn to throughout their careers; opportunities to
apply advanced tools and models to real-world
problems; and access to all MIT courses.

Proseminars—students partner with leading
industry practitioners in real-world financial
problem-solving experiences.

12- and 18-month options—allows students to
further tailor the program to specific marketplace
needs. The 12-month option accelerates the path to
re-joining the workforce, while the 18-month option
accommodates a summer internship.
Optional concentrations—enables students to further
specialize their degree by completing one of three
concentrations: Financial Engineering, Capital Markets
or Corporate Finance.

Finance Research PracticumSM—students conduct
real-world team research and analysis on complex
financial issues posed by industry sponsors.
Experiential Study Tours and Treks—institutional
and company visits give students an opportunity
to learn from professionals in different parts of
the world.
Finance Speaker Series—financial and industry
leaders visit campus, sharing insights and knowledge.

Master of Finance Program

WORLD-RENOWNED FACULTY
Learning from respected authorities on the
leading edge of finance.
MIT Sloan is recognized as the birthplace of modern
finance. Pioneers such as Fischer Black, John Cox,
and Stewart C. Myers, as well as Nobel Laureates
Paul Samuelson, Robert C. Merton, Myron Scholes and
Franco Modigliani all have roots in the MIT Sloan Finance
Group, a major force of change and innovation in the
finance industry. The Finance Group has shaped finance
theory with a 40-year legacy of creating breakthrough
financial models and practices adopted by educators
and practitioners worldwide:

42%
58%
14.0 months
3.76
700-770
166-170

Black-Scholes-Merton derivative-pricing model.
Modigliani-Miller theorems on corporate financing
and evaluation.
Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model of the term structure of
interest rates.
Employers who choose MFin graduates gain a strategic
advantage, confident in the knowledge that MFin
students have learned financial problem solving from
the innovators defining the future of finance.

90+
24,000+
138,000+
MIT Alumni Association clubs worldwide

* Includes students eligible for internships summer 2020
and full-time February 2021.

80+

It’s an exciting time to partner with MFin
CE L EB RATIN G

MFin
Mastering Finance

Ten Years and Counting

SAMPLE SPONSORS
AND HIRING FIRMS
Abu Dhabi Investment Authority
AQR Capital Management
Barclays
BlackRock
Blackstone
Bracebridge Capital
Cambridge Associates
China Investment Corporation
Citibank
Citadel Group
Federal Reserve Bank
Fidelity
Goldman Sachs
JP Morgan
McKinsey & Company
Morgan Stanley
PanAgora
Peak6 Investments
Singapore GIC
State Street
UBS

Celebrating a decade of
innovation and achievement
The MFin program was engineered a decade ago by
the world’s top finance authorities in response to a
global financial system in crisis. Today, we celebrate our
continuing legacy of educating the world’s future finance
leaders, who are shaped by our community of renowned
faculty, staff and practitioners, and are sought-after by
respected employers.

ADD IMMEDIATE VALUE TO YOUR ORGANIZATION

As innovation, regulation and globalization continue to drive change, MFin
students are prepared to exceed your expectations today and continue to
add value tomorrow.

MFIN SPONSORSHIPS
Develop your top candidates.
The MFin Program allows government agencies, sovereign wealth funds,
and corporations to develop early-career finance professionals who have
demonstrated leadership potential. Employees return to your organization
with a deeper understanding of complex global markets, the ability to add
greater insight, and the capability to apply their advanced finance knowledge
to your most pressing challenges.

MFIN NEW HIRES
Invest in adaptive talent.
The MFin program provides world-class candidates for financial institutions,
corporations, consulting firms, public sector organizations and fintech companies
seeking collaborative, smart, analytical, principled talent. These early-career
professionals are prepared with quantitative and collaborative skills and training
that make them stand-out contributors from day one. MIT Sloan’s Career
Development Office will work with you to help identify the best candidates
for your particular needs.
For Sponsorship and Program Information:
Heidi V. Pickett
Assistant Dean, Master of Finance Program
MIT Sloan | 50 Memorial Drive | E52-228
Cambridge, MA 02142-1347
+1.617.324.8121 | Email: hpickett@mit.edu

For Career Development Information:
Jean Ann Schulte
Director, Employer Relations,
Career Development Office
MIT Sloan | 50 Memorial Drive | E52-346
Cambridge, MA 02142-1347
+1.617.324.8193 | Email: jaschul@mit.edu

